High Quality Engineering
with Significant Savings
Executive Summary
Our client for this case study is a North American based global provider of Forming, Shoring
and Scaffolding solutions in the industrial, commercial and infrastructure market. Since
commencement almost 50 years ago, they have consistently grown their operations with
annual sales of USD 5 billion and supported by more than 37,000 staff.

Client Challenges

The Yempo Solution

Impact on Client’s Business

•

Maintaining efficiency
of engineering design
and drafting services

•

Delivered a flexible
service to host the
Client’s team

•

Achieved stability and
depth in its engineering
workforce

•

Producing high
quality output

•

•

•

Managing costs
of experienced
engineering
personnel

Provided a cost-effective
solution for offshore
engineering services

•

Kept morale high during
the transition and
beyond

Improved morale as the
Philippines team engage
with the wider Yempo
team

•

Reduced costs while
expanding

Client’s Challenge

The Canadian office of this global
company had been struggling for
some time with the rapidly rising costs of
experienced design and drafting talent. With
a large inhouse workforce, the company
was challenged in keeping the experienced
staff working efficiently and producing high
quality work at a reasonable cost.
Initially our client implemented a solution
that included conducting continuous
training sessions to their onsite engineering
staff and providing opportunities for staff
development. This was not only costly, but
it became impossible to open sufficient
senior opportunities for members of such
a large team to progress into. Next, they
considered outsourcing to an engineering
service provider, but they found it difficult
to maintain the high-quality output they
needed. Finally, they decided to build their

own offshore team in the Philippines that
allowed them to tap into lower cost resources,
while maintaining complete control of the work
output.
After establishing their team in the Philippines,
our client then engaged Yempo to implement
a full managed service. Yempo provides
employee benefits, complies with all local labor
laws and accommodates the client’s team in a
professional office environment.

“Yempo demonstrated willingness to
solve our problems with a great deal of
flexibility and at a reasonable price. “

The Yempo Solution

Yempo established credibility
with the client from the onset
through a series of meetings with our CEO,
Michelle Fiegehen. The client’s company had
some specific requirements relating to the
financial model and contract terms which
Yempo was able to accommodate.
After recruiting a team of drafters
themselves, it was important to our client
that there would be no attrition as part of
the transition into Yempo. The team was
invited to an information session where the
Yempo benefits and employee experience
were presented, and they later visited
Yempo offices for an inspection and meet
and greet. The client’s employees expressed
their approval of the transition and planning
began.

Yempo provides to the client a warm and
friendly office environment in which its
employees operate, with exposure to a diverse
group of co-workers. Excellent employee
benefits and social and welfare activities all
keep employee turnover at bay.
Our client has ready access to onsite
leadership, HR management and our CEO for
any issues that arise, or opportunities to be
explored. They can consult with Yempo at any
time on short notice for sensible advice on
salaries, benefits and staff development.

“The Yempo employee experience
reported by the team is impressive”

Impact on Client’s
Business

With a stable engineering workforce
housed in professional offices with
oversight and supervision, our client has
been able to focus on delivering high
quality services and solutions for its global
projects.
Fixed monthly costs with annual
adjustments enable the solution to be
delivered within the constraints of the
client’s budgeting process.

The cost for a team of nine drafters and
designers in the Philippines provides our client
with a cost saving of 25%. This achievement
has led to the Yempo solution being taken
up by other branch offices within the client’s
global business.

“Yempo finds very reasonable ways to
balance the interests of the client and
employees.”

Get Results Like These
Set up a Free Consultation and get started with Yempo today.

Get Started

